
l i ke  no other



EFFICIENT

• 2-3 weeks delivery

• Intuitive iOS App

• Live assistance

HASSLE-FREE

• 1% return

• Light Weight

• Stable Material

ECONOMIC

• No waste

• Perfect fit

• Reimbursable

CLINIC
benefits

PERSONAL

• Fashionable

• Designs/Colors/Extras

• Different thicknesses

CUSTOM

• Any Body

• Any Prosthetics

• Positive body image

PROTECTIVE

• Impact

• Water resistant

• Hygienic

USER
benefits

NEXT - Moka / Black

“Be honest to yourself, 
don’t hide and live
your life”
Karlianny



COCOON -  OB 02 / Black

A UNYQ APP

Download our UNYQ App for free from App Store (iOS 

devices) and select the design and color combination 

you want for your cover!

DISCOVER OUR APP



COCOON - OB 12

KAI

U

ATHLON

CRYSTAL

CAMELLIABRIZZ

NATURA

RIVET

CIRCUIT

WAVERIBBONS

HERRINGBONE

VITTRA

FLOW

NEXT

ATLANTIS

FLORAL

AMBRA

TROOPER

GALAXY

ODISSEY

RAKOSWANCOCOON

“What I like to tell 
people is it will 
get better.”
Ty

LATEST DESIGNS
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COCOON - Rosegold

CAMELLIA

NATURA COCOON

FLOW

“When you are 
hiding something, 
you are not free.”

Flore 

“In nature, nothing is 

perfect and everything 

is perfect. Trees can 

be contorted, bent in 

weird ways, and they’re 

still beautiful.”

- Alice Walker

Inspired by nature.
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U

ATLANTIS

RIVET

HERRINGBONE

U, our basic design, is a blank 

canvas to start creating your 

own style. Plain or metallic 

colors, carbon, denim, 

skintones, matt or glossy. 

There are infinite options to 

choose from to design your 

very own cover. Adding an 

engrave or vinyl will give you 

the personal touch to make it 

even more yours!

It’s not just about functionality, now it’s time to give style to your prosthesis and express your 

own personality! Combine your favourite design with the colors of your choice, and include 

extras, as vinyls or engraved images, to create your own UNYQ style.

PERSONALIZED AND STYLISH
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CRYSTAL KAI

FLORAL - Silver

FLORAL

Lianne

It’s all in the details.

Strong and shinning like 
diamonds, elegant like flowers 
and butterflies.
Intense or delicate, it just depend 
on the colors you play with. The 
details of combining coloured 
lines with a base color open your 
possibilities to the fullest. 
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BRIZZ- Ocean

BRIZZ - Ocean

BRIZZ - Sky

BRIZZ

RIBBONS

RIBBONS - Mint / Ocean

MariaMaria
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SWAN - Graphite/Rosegold

SWAN

Lianne

UNYQ is about more than our wears. 

We’re a philosophy – a way of life. 

Together, we’re a community 

with bravery and rebellion at its core.

We laugh in the face of normal.

REBELLION

A
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CIRCUIT

GALAXY ATHLON

TROOPER

Knee, foot, socket, length, alignment... every combination differs. Our designers make it fit 

the exact prosthesis. That’s not enough as every-body is different. Each cover is designed 

specifically for each person, combining the fitting to their prosthetic components in order to 

have the best symmetry with the sound leg

CUSTOM TO EVERY PROSTHESIS AND EVERYBODY
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NEXT

NEXT - Rosewood NEXT - Moka/Black

Ty
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COCOON - Rosegold

ODISSEY

ODISSEY - Black / Copper

Flore Alberto

Like a bumper of a car, our covers protect your expensive prosthetic components 

from damage. They also avoid clothes being pinched or get caught in your 

prosthetic components. Our covers are water resistant and easy to dry.

PROTECTS YOUR GEAR

Flore Alberto22 23



AMBRA - Mint/Champagne

AMBRA VITTRA

WAVE

Maite 
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RAKO - Night blue / MintRAKO - Night blue / Mint

RAKO

“Giving up is 
not allowed.”

Rafa 

Vinyl Engrave Knee protector

Magnets & Fast-clamp or  Screws & C-clamp

Feel free to add a vinyl or an engraved message to customize even more your 

own cover. Whether you choose a vinyl in colors or an engrave with your name or 

a detail, it will give your cover a personal touch. You can send us the design you 

want to add and where would you like to have it.

For those who usually kneel down 

with their covers on, the knee 

protector is the best option to 

keep that part safe from scratches.

Our covers are attached to the prosthesis with strong magnets and our easy fast-clamp system by default. But 

you can choose Screws & C-Clamp instead for an even safer attachment.

SOLUTIONS FOR EVERYONE

Designed specifically to match 

the stump shape while feeling 

comfortable.

GENIUM X3 KNEE

Any design adapted to match the 

top part of the Genium X3 protector 

from Ottobock, creating a smooth 

final look.

POLYCENTRIC KNEES

Adapted to allow the movement of 

the knee, max flexion, etc. Available 

for: 3R60 (OB) 3R60 Pro (OB) and 

Nabtesco NK-6 Symphony

SAFE ATTACHMENTS

DESIGN EXTRAS

OSSEOINTEGRATION

MORE OPTIONS FOR YOUR COVERS
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Rosso Carbon Gold Carbon White Carbon Blue Carbon                  

OrangeCopper Mustard Yellow

ChampagneRosegold Corinto Warm beige

OB 0 OB 02 OB 04 OB 12

Red Ivory Ö 01Coral

Carbon Black Graphite Titanium

Taupe Silver White Lime

Night blue Denim Blue Sky

Ocean Mint Jade Olive

GoldWalnut Rosewood Moka

Wine Cherry Lavender Violet

OUR COLORS
Colors to suit every taste! More than 40 colors to choose from and infinite options to 

combine in your cover, socket, orthosis... Each of them is coated in matt or glossy finishing, 
on your preference. These are just examples on how they could look like. 

For more info about suitable colors for each product, please visit our UNYQ App, website or 
contact us at hello@unyq.com. 

We try our best to reproduce the colors in this catalog, please keep in mind that the final 
result may be  slightly different from the colors seen on the website, App or catalog.
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 Let your cover match your lifestyle to reflect your UNYQ way of living.

U
3D Flex

Next
3D Flex

Trooper
3D Flex

Odissey
3D Flex

Galaxy
3D Flex

“This cover is so different. What I experienced with the flexible material really exceeded my expectations 

in terms of strength and endurance but what is truly amazing is that it feels like a soft touch skin.”

Bogdan Olteanu

 Let your cover match your lifestyle to reflect your UNYQ way of living.

UNYQ Covers made with 3D Flex material are now available in U, Galaxy, Trooper, 

Odissey and Next designs. Five exclusive designs that offer variety and versatility. 

For a more customized finish, you can add engraving. 

The newest designs in our full custom UNYQ Cover collection are made using the revolutionary 

3D Flex material and special coloring that absorbs impact and bends to ensure durability. 

A cover that would not break under stress and stand the test of an active lifestyle while 

maintaining the UNYQ style. 

Total black, total protection in 5 designs for both transfemoral and transtibial prosthesis.

NEW!               COVERS MADE IN 3D FLEX 
MATERIAL FOR MORE ENDURANCE!

U
3D Flex

Next
3D Flex

Trooper
3D Flex

Odissey
3D Flex

Galaxy
3D Flex
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UNYQ.COM

#weareunyq

©UNYQ 2021. PC-10-EN. All rights reserved.

Discover our stories

(+34) 954 043 699
+1 (866) 286 9773
hello@unyq.com 
Monday to Friday 

8am - 8pm CET
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